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Personalization engine vendors are adapting to better meet the needs of marketing leaders.

They’re focusing solutions on methods to increase customer success, deepening customer

data management functionality and expanding support for personalized customer

experience.

Market Definition/Description
Specific to marketing leaders, Gartner defines personalization engines as:

Software that applies context about individual users to select, tailor and

deliver messaging such as content, offers and other interactions through

digital channels in support of three use cases: marketing, digital

commerce and customer experience (CX).

The personalization process creates a relevant, individualized interaction between a company

and its audiences to enhance the recipient’s experience. It uses insight based on unique

recipient behavioral data, as well as behavioral data of similar individuals, to deliver an

experience to meet specific needs and preferences. Personalization capabilities can be found in

stand-alone personalization engine software or embedded in applications such as web content

management, content marketing, multichannel marketing hubs and digital commerce. This

Magic Quadrant focuses solely on vendors that offer personalization engines as stand-alone

solutions.

Marketers use personalization engines to customize digital commerce experiences across

digital sales channels (such as web and mobile). These experiences can include content, on-site

search and navigation, and product recommendations. Personalization engines also render,

preview and trigger HTML blocks to personalize content and campaigns on noncommerce

websites, and marketing and advertising channels, such as email, mobile, paid search and

digital ads.
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Many personalization engines enable marketers to use their content-rendering functionality to

personalize CX by deploying surveys to gather user feedback. They analyze feedback to

segment and target users based on response. Vendors are expanding native ability and

integrations to trigger personalized interactions across touchpoints such as digital kiosks,

clienteling applications and nondigital channels like call centers.

These engines ingest user profiles and real-time user behavior, which are typically tracked on

the web with a JavaScript plug-in. They also integrate first- and third-party data to score,

segment, target users, model intent and behavior, and trigger tailored content, such as real-time

contextual data like location, historical data like past transactions, and business intelligence

data like inventory availability. Vendors balance personalization and privacy by supporting

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance. However, only half of vendors offer

detailed explanations and examples of support, like separate processing of personally

identifiable information (PII), or a user interface for marketers or consumers to retrieve or delete

consumer data.

Magic Quadrant
Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for Personalization Engines
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Source: Gartner (July 2019)

Vendor Strengths and Cautions

Acquia

Acquia is a Niche Player. It offers an easy-to-implement personalization solution with effective

segmentation. Part of the Acquia Experience platform, Acquia Lift is a stand-alone

personalization engine that delivers personalized web content based on machine learning

content recommendations. Its intuitive user interface enables native content creation and

syndication. Acquia Journey, a separate product that works alongside Lift, triggers personalized

messaging across customer touchpoints and features next-best action orchestration, journey

mapping and visualization. In 2018, Acquia rebuilt the product experience for Lift to improve

marketing personalization by simplifying segmentation, and enabling testing and targeting
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without the need to modify code. It also created a library of several hundred connectors for

easier integration with partners and other non-Acquia solutions to expand out-of-the box

functionality. Acquia recently acquired Mautic to enable native marketing automation

functionality for both B2B and B2C marketers. Marketing leaders at midmarket brands should

consider Acquia for web-based marketing personalization.

Strengths

Cautions

Adobe

Adobe is a Leader known for superior testing and optimization capabilities. Adobe Marketing

Cloud offers several solutions with embedded personalization functionality, but Adobe Target is

its stand-alone personalization engine. It enables data-driven testing and targeting, and gives

users access to core services in Adobe Experience Cloud, such as unified profile, mobile SDK

and native tag management. Target collects and ingests online data, offline data and profiles

from Adobe Experience Cloud or third-party platforms, and offers access to a device co-op to

aid in cross-device identity matching. It applies artificial intelligence (Adobe Sensei) and

Easy campaign setup/user interface: A rebuilt Acquia Lift offers improved, simplified

campaign creation, and enables clients to preview and publish segment-specific versions

without code and/or developer assistance.

■

Identity management: Acquia Lift and Acquia Journey share a common profile manager. The

native ability to integrate first-party data supports marketers seeking to unify profiles, run

queries, build segments and reconcile customer identity for improved targeting and testing.

■

Usability focus: Acquia’s 2019 roadmap focuses on improving usability across products

through self-service onboarding; new content, campaign and segment reporting; an upgraded

reporting dashboard; and the ability to preview homepage variations from one click.

■

Product dependency: Acquia’s personalization functionality sits across Lift and Journey. Lift,

its personalization engine, functions without Journey, but Journey is needed to trigger

personalized messaging beyond the website. Acquia’s 2019 roadmap includes plans to

integrate Acquia Lift and Mautic, Acquia’s marketing cloud.

■

Statistical analysis gaps: Acquia lags other solutions evaluated in this research relative to

native statistical analysis and reporting. Its custom reporting requires premium access, and it

relies on third-party integration for predictive modeling. References cite a need for better

documentation, guidance and templates for common tasks such as measurement and

testing.

■

Limited support for digital commerce personalization: Acquia lacks native capabilities in

digital commerce, specifically, personalized on-site search, site navigation and product

recommendations. Marketers seeking robust digital commerce personalization capabilities

may not find Acquia adequate.

■
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machine learning for scoring, segmentation and personalization. Target provides visual tools to

set up and deploy robust testing and render and preview variations. Marketing teams across

industries seeking to personalize marketing with the ability to integrate into their e-commerce

site and other customer touchpoints should consider Adobe Target.

Strengths

Cautions

Boxever

Boxever is a Niche Player. Engage, Boxever’s personalization engine, is known for its ability to

support decision management for complex use cases. Boxever has strong client representation

among travel industry brands, offering testing, optimization and personalization capabilities

suited to B2C applications. Boxever can collect customer profiles via OneView, a separate

product that it positions as a customer data platform (CDP), or a third-party solution. The

Advanced statistical features: Adobe Target offers advanced statistical features including a

random forest decision tree ensemble for targeting and a variety of algorithms for

recommendations. It also features an adaptive bandit algorithm, which trains statistical

models but eliminates the need to withhold a fixed percentage of traffic for randomization.

■

Robust channel support: Adobe Target enables personalization across multiple marketing

channels, including web, email, paid search and mobile applications. It supports personalized

interactions in other customer touchpoints, offering a developer console to configure

customized responses for Amazon Alexa, as well as the ability to target and configure call

center scripts.

■

Predictive modeling: Adobe Target includes modeling features that are powered by Adobe

Sensei, such as insight into specific profile attributes that are the greatest predictors of

model outputs, aiding algorithm transparency and reducing marketers’ fears of black-box

modeling. New artificial intelligence/machine learning features like autotarget and

autoallocate receive high praise from Adobe client references.

■

Pricing and contract negotiations: Adobe’s presales teams received the lowest scores among

vendors evaluated in this research for their support of solution evaluation and contract

negotiation. Reference clients complain about the need for renegotiations with every upgrade.

Teams considering Adobe will want to factor this into their estimated costs.

■

User experience: Even though Adobe offers an advanced feature set, education and training

like Adobe Experience League, its client references report an underwhelming Adobe Target

user experience.

■

Adobe product integrations: References expressed a desire for improved integration across

the suite of Adobe products. Adobe Target addresses this by offering free access to core

services in Adobe Experience Cloud, but teams who have older configurations of Adobe

Target with other Adobe products may require an update.

■
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solution connects directly to Engage and enables personalization across e-commerce,

marketing and CX. Boxever stands out in the market for offering a channel-agnostic approach to

personalization and for proven examples of personalized customer experience beyond sales

and marketing channels. Marketers in travel, financial services, utility and gaming industries

seeking a unified customer view to underpin their personalization objectives may find Boxever a

good fit for their needs.

Strengths

Cautions

Certona

Certona is a Leader. It is known for robust testing capabilities and enablement of personalized,

omnichannel shopping experiences. Certona Experience Manager ingests customer profiles,

CX personalization: Boxever focuses on specific verticals like travel and financial services. It

differentiates itself in its vision and application of CX personalization for those industries,

such as triggering targeted communications during travel disruption or loan journey

optimization for customers of a financial services company.

■

Out-of-the-box capabilities: Client references value Boxever’s out-of-the-box functionality,

particularly segmentation. It offers predictive segmentation based on life cycle and

propensity. Boxever’s 2019 roadmap includes plans to expand into automated, industry-

specific segmentation for clients in banking, utility and gaming industries.

■

Solution flexibility: The open architecture of Boxever’s platform gives users a unique level of

flexibility in integrating the solution into their larger martech stack. In 2019, it plans to further

enhance decisioning and integration into Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform and

Microsoft Azure for analytics. Boxever also plans to enhance security and workflows for

better governance.

■

Missing data features: Despite its data collection and segmentation capabilities, Boxever is

missing other data-related features, specifically, the ability to easily access underlying raw

data and export profiles to big data platforms like Redshift, Azure or Google for data science

purposes.

■

Product dependency: Boxever supports data collection through OneView. Boxever Engage

can be purchased without OneView and used with a third-party customer data management

tool; however, most Boxever clients use OneView and Engage together. A limited number of

clients have used a third-party data management tool in place of OneView, but this can

impact real-time data integration.

■

Integration challenges: Boxever was rated below average by references on integration.

Marketing organizations should determine their preferred solution architecture before

implementation, as reference clients note multiple possible patterns or paths for data

integration.

■
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preferences and inputs, such as real-time behaviors and contextual location and weather data.

Certona’s decisioning engine can apply its proprietary algorithms or users’ custom-built

algorithms for identity matching, continuous scoring, profiling, data modeling and predictive

segmentation. Certona’s digital commerce personalization solution supports complex targeted

product recommendations and visual search results. It triggers contextualized messaging

across online and offline channels, and offers a visual editor to design, preview, test and publish

personalized content. In 2018, Certona enhanced its customer profile management capabilities,

adding the ability to merge data sources for data queries, visualization and modeling. It also

expanded its participation in the Google Cloud Partner Program, enabling users to send data to

Google for queries, integration with third-party datasets and access to Google’s machine

learning. The latter gives users the ability to upload third-party or proprietary algorithms built on

Google’s platform. Marketers seeking a robust personalization engine that combines data

science with lightweight content editing should consider Certona.

Strengths

Cautions

Dynamic Yield

Testing and optimization: Reference clients give Certona high marks for testing and

optimization. Its solution offers prebuilt and configurable tests for fast, flexible setup as well

as services to recommend additional testing scenarios.

■

Data modeling and scoring: Certona shines at data-driven personalization, offering multiple

AI-powered models and the ability to layer and customize models, such as including or

restricting input signals for scoring and simultaneously scoring on multiple past browser

sessions.

■

Personalized digital commerce: Certona excels at personalized digital commerce, integrating

into SAP Commerce Cloud and Salesforce Commerce Cloud, and targeting recommendations

based on local point of sale (POS) data, inventory and pricing.

■

Lack of marketing and CX capabilities: With messaging geared toward digital commerce,

Certona lacks focus on marketing or CX. References rate it below average in both areas. It

lacks native survey functionality, a CX personalization capability offered by other vendors in

this research.

■

Access to innovation: Client references consistently mention the need for new features and a

more actionable roadmap tuned to their needs. They cite the need to work with an account

manager to access more advanced features.

■

Limited B2B experience: Despite its intent to expand into B2B and ability to ingest data that is

relevant to B2B, Certona’s client base is concentrated in B2C, and it has a limited number of

B2B clients.

■
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In April 2019, McDonald’s Corp. announced plans to acquire Dynamic Yield. Dynamic Yield will

continue to operate and serve clients as a stand-alone business unit of McDonald’s; however, this

acquisition does prevent Dynamic Yield from supporting other quick-serve restaurants.

Dynamic Yield is a Leader. Its solution is known for speed and ease of deployment, robust

testing, and scalable personalization. Dynamic Yield’s personalization suite includes a

decisioning and activation engine that manages and coordinates customer data across both

native and non-native channels. This allows multitouch campaign users to test versions across

touchpoints in concert rather than testing each touchpoint individually. In 2018, Dynamic Yield

added an EU data center and support for GDPR compliance, specifically the ability for users to

retrieve or delete their data. It also improved scripting and added server-side script

implementation to improve personalized site performance. Marketers looking to coordinate

personalization across use cases, channels and touchpoints should consider Dynamic Yield.

Strengths

Cautions

Ease of deployment: Client references cite Dynamic Yield’s ease of deployment and ease of

integration through APIs above average. The solution is designed to work with marketers’

existing channel tools through prebuilt one-click integrations, APIs and a software

development kit (SDK).

■

Analytics capabilities: Dynamic Yield’s mature analytics capabilities include predictive

audiences, enabling marketers to identify new personalization opportunities. The solution

also features the ability for users to upload their own algorithms to enable native machine

learning, outlier detection and removal. Multiple models enable personalization of different

parts of a piece of content.

■

Overall experience: Of vendors in this research, Dynamic Yield’s client references gave it the

highest marks for overall experience. References specifically cite the intuitive UI and ability to

quickly set up tests, and personalize campaigns and online experiences without IT

involvement or in partnership with Dynamic Yield’s technical support team.

■

Developers needed for complex testing: While clients praise Dynamic Yield for quick and

easy test setup, they also express concern about the need for developers to conduct more

complex testing or the need for JavaScript experience to access certain functionality.

■

Gaps in digital commerce personalization: Dynamic Yield supports digital commerce use

cases for personalization. However, it lacks some features in that area, such as personalized

product pages and personalized page search, which are offered by other vendors evaluated in

this research. Dynamic Yield’s 2019 roadmap includes personalized product pages.

■

Reporting and measurement: Client references rate Dynamic Yield’s reporting and

measurement below average, citing issues with reporting related to product

recommendations as well as missing data in dynamic content reports.

■
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Emarsys

Emarsys is a Leader. Emarsys’ Cross-Channel Personalization Engine is available in a hybrid

deployment model leveraging public and private clouds. Emarsys is recognized for balanced

support for both technical and nontechnical teams. It focuses on helping its customers increase

adoption of the solution in their organizations through features like data onboarding self-service

with the ability to correct errors and warnings about data quality issues. Emarsys’

personalization solution offers a clean slate to design personalized experiences from scratch,

and customizable blueprints for targeting and triggering. It offers enhanced segmentation,

including the ability to segment on life cycle and automatically create a campaign when a visitor

joins a segment. Emarsys supports GDPR compliance by processing PII separately from non-PII

and prohibiting users from overwriting visitors’ opt-in and opt-out selections. In 2018, Emarsys

added AI-supported personalization offerings for the retail, travel and hospitality, and financial

services industries, including industry-focused features like specific objectives in reporting,

prepopulated (personalized) marketing tactics and predefined data structures. Marketers

looking for a personalization solution with a global footprint and easy drag-and-drop interface

should consider Emarsys.

Strengths

Cautions

Real-time customer view: Reference clients rate Emarsys above average for data and

analytics. Emarsys provides a well-designed unified customer view. Updated in real time, the

view combines customer profiles, behavioral trends and predictive affinities.

■

Easy campaign setup: Emarsys’ platform enables simplified personalized campaign setup

through preconfigured use cases, personalization tokens and life-cycle-based triggers.

Reference clients give the vendor above-average scores for its marketing personalization and

testing and optimization features, suggesting the value of these features.

■

Robust targeting: The platform includes 14 personalization models that span targeting,

content, timing and channels. In 2019, Emarsys plans to add machine learning visual affinity

capabilities that spot patterns of customer image interactions for personalized targeting.

■

Low consideration: Among vendors evaluated in this research, Emarsys is in the bottom half

of client references’ consideration set. It emphasizes its marketing automation offering over

its personalization engine. Marketers interested in Emarsys may need to spend extra time

increasing awareness among other internal stakeholders.

■

Integration or transition complexity: Emarsys favors — though doesn’t require — native

marketing channel execution and the solution it positions as a CDP. Marketers with plans to

use a third-party CDP or take a best-of-breed approach to marketing execution should

carefully consider if the benefits of personalizing with Emarsys outweigh the contradiction

within their martech strategy.

■
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Episerver

Episerver is a Challenger. It has a reputation for easy integration and superior support.

Episerver’s Personalization Suite includes six components. The core of its personalization

offering is Insight, which tracks behavior and centralizes customer data into a Profile Store for

analysis and segmentation. Insight includes a visitor group module for testing and an event

triggering module for targeting. Episerver’s Personalization Suite also includes Perform, Reach,

Advance, Campaign and Social API, which can be purchased individually to deliver personalized

product and content recommendations, on-site search and navigation, and multichannel

marketing. Marketers typically purchase the Episerver personalization suite with Episerver CMS

or Episerver Commerce. Most capabilities, apart from personalized site search and content

recommendations, are interoperable with third-party platforms. In 2018, Episerver improved its

Insight dashboard to add visitor intelligence, giving marketers access to deeper analysis and

advanced segmentation. Existing Episerver clients and marketing leaders at global retail

companies seeking robust testing capabilities and digital commerce personalization, with

extensions into customer touchpoints like Alexa, should consider Episerver.

Strengths

Cautions

Deployment and implementation issues: Reference clients rate Emarsys below average for

ease of deployment. It’s also worth noting that most of its references — a higher percentage

than any other vendor in this evaluation — worked exclusively with the vendor for

implementation. Marketing teams seeking to deploy Emarsys should consider additional

resources for implementation.

■

Testing and optimization: Episerver’s solution stands out for its advanced testing and

optimization, such as continuous optimization and goal-oriented testing. It also offers access

to Microsoft Power BI, which operates within the Insight tool to enable data visualization and

custom reporting.

■

Customer success focus: Episerver offers exceptional insight reports and performance

monitoring. Reference clients rate it above average for integration and deployment, and they

report choosing Episerver for the company’s strong service expertise.

■

GDPR compliance: Episerver supports GDPR compliance via a preference management

system that allows marketers and customers to manage consent and data, including

requests to access or delete data.

■

Closed ecosystem: To fully benefit from Episerver’s personalization suite, marketing

organizations must integrate it with other Episerver solutions. Episerver’s site search tool,

Personalized Find, which only works with Episerver Commerce or Advance, delivers

personalized content recommendations but requires marketers to have Episerver CMS.

■
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Evergage

Evergage is a Leader. It offers a flexible solution that empowers nontechnical teams with robust

data and analytics functionality. The Evergage 1 platform uses machine learning to build unified

customer profiles supported by diverse predictive scores to drive personalization across

channels. Evergage primarily serves marketing organizations in the retail, technology and

financial services industries. Marketers looking to leverage machine learning for personalization

— especially in the retail, B2B, financial services or technology verticals — and for nontraditional

digital commerce sites should consider Evergage.

Strengths

Cautions

Native data modeling: Episerver lacks native data modeling templates or predictive analytics

common among other vendors evaluated in this research. Insight offers advanced data

analytics and a Power BI tool, but these products are priced and sold separately from

Episerver’s Personalization Suite.

■

Personalization execution: References rate Episerver below average across use cases. While

clients use Episerver to trigger personalized site content, product recommendations and

email, they rely on other vendors to fully trigger personalization in other parts of the digital

commerce experience. Third parties support functions such as site search and navigation,

and marketing channels like mobile and paid search.

■

Granular data insights: Evergage leverages granular web data to improve personalization in

ways other vendors evaluated in this research do not, factoring in active time spent, hover

time and scrolling behavior as additional indicators of purchase intent.

■

Analytics and measurement: Reference clients appreciate Evergage’s extensive machine

learning features. The company received among the highest reference scores across

analytics competencies including measurement and reporting, data and analytics, and

targeting and triggering.

■

Integration and deployment: Evergage has the highest overall customer experience rating of

any vendor in this evaluation, earning praise for versatility, usability and integration. It is highly

rated for ease of deployment, with most deployments taking under three months.

■

Onboarding and training: References rate Evergage’s peer community below average, noting

that time and training are needed to take full advantage of the tool. Marketers seeking to

accelerate personalization with Evergage should allocate enough resources for onboarding

and training.

■

Learning curve to use key features: Client references note the steep learning curve to use

Evergage, specifically the time needed to learn to set up machine learning recipes and use

A/B testing. They also cite limited training for recipes. Teams using these features should

make sure they have sufficient skills or plan to lean on Evergage support services.

■
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IgnitionOne

IgnitionOne is a Challenger. Its personalization offering, IgnitionOne Customer Intelligence

Platform, offers a data integration layer. It is known for exemplary partnership and consulting

services to deliver personalization to clients through managed services. IgnitionOne’s platform

is particularly useful to clients with complex use cases or those in need of staff augmentation.

This offering includes native support for customer profile management and data modeling

through its Audience Console, as well as identity resolution services. It includes IgnitionOne

Score, its proprietary propensity algorithm. IgnitionOne triggers personalization content across

paid and owned marketing channels. Marketers in automotive, travel and hospitality, and retail

industries looking for personalization capabilities to target marketing and advertising should

consider IgnitionOne.

Strengths

Cautions

Evolving platform and pricing: While Evergage’s continuous improvement is valued, some

client references complained about the need to renegotiate pricing and invest in add-ons to

access new features.

■

Enhanced scoring: IgnitionOne Score uses real-time data to measure and score engagement

in order to predict intent to take desired actions against key conversion metrics. In 2018,

IgnitionOne enriched scoring by expanding its second- and third-party data partners and

introducing identity resolution to integrate and reconcile customer data sources.

■

Customer data management and GDPR compliance: IgnitionOne’s Audience Console creates

an enhanced customer profile. It enables data modeling by creating a single environment for

data ingestion and audience access for engagement across channels, while only

operationalizing anonymized data to support GDPR compliance.

■

Customer support: IgnitionOne’s strategy prioritizes prescriptive support for clients. It plans

to extend its centralized creative library to make proactive audience and engagement

recommendations for clients. The vendor also plans to introduce a new data science

framework with custom models and recommendations.

■

Gaps in native capabilities: While IgnitionOne offers native ability to personalize web content,

it relies on third-party integrations with vendors like Optimizely and Oracle Maxymiser to

enhance its site search optimization.

■

Self-service limitations: Marketing organizations that prefer self-service management of

personalization efforts may find IgnitionOne’s managed services model burdensome and

frustrating. Client references also suggest that opportunities exist for IgnitionOne to provide

greater customization in its forms and reporting.

■
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Monetate

Monetate is a Leader. It is recognized as an easy-to-use yet powerful tool for advanced data-

driven personalization and optimization. Monetate Personalization Engine applies an intuitive

framework and UI to customize marketing and digital commerce experiences, aligning content

to intent, with less reliance on developers for testing and editing. Within its Audience Insights

module, it recently added the ability to track and analyze audience attributes and behaviors, and

apply AI to recommend segments based on affinity, addressing the cold-start problem.

Monetate supports GDPR compliance through a universal data privacy policy and by letting

users opt out via site-specific cookie opt-out settings picked up by Monetate and applied across

managed sites to prevent further tracking. Consider Monetate if you are an enterprise or

midmarket retailer or brand seeking to personalize marketing, digital commerce or CX.

Strengths

Cautions

Transparency: Client references suggest that IgnitionOne provides limited customer context

in terms of identification of inbound site visitors and the logic driving the propensities

assigned to these visitors.

■

Targeting and triggering: Monetate uses its relaunched Recommendations tool to target SKU-

level product recommendations. It offers dynamic targeting capabilities such as the ability to

target search results based on visitor and product attributes. The vendor is unique in its

ability to target based on ad impressions via data integrations with DMPs such as Krux and

Neustar.

■

Robust testing: Monetate offers a range of testing functionalities. Users can conduct full-

page testing and autodistribution of test traffic to improve scalability as well as test

recommendation strategies against one another. They can use a visual editor to render,

preview and test content.

■

CX personalization: Monetate supports CX personalization via native survey design,

execution, data collection and analysis, with the ability to target surveys to specific users. It

also integrates with third-party software to enable personalization across customer

touchpoints, such as in-store clienteling applications and Amazon Alexa.

■

Growth: Monetate’s average deal sizes are smaller than its peers’ deals, and its revenue per

deal is lower. Client references of competitors in the Leaders quadrant cite broader solution

adoption than Monetate’s client references report. Marketing leaders considering Monetate

should consider how the company’s ability to grow sales and adoption may impact its ability

to invest in innovation.

■

Marketing channel limitations: Monetate natively triggers personalized marketing across

most channels, but it requires API integration to trigger personalized retargeting emails, push

and SMS.

■
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Oracle

Oracle is a Niche Player recognized by clients for its configurability. Oracle Maxymiser is a

stand-alone digital personalization engine with an ability to connect to other parts of the Oracle

Marketing Cloud. For example, Maxymiser can be combined with other Oracle products that

support segmentation (such as BlueKai and CX Audience) and orchestration (such as

Responsys and Eloqua). Oracle continues to invest in shared services that work across its cloud

components. In 2018, it expanded Oracle Adaptive Intelligence Apps to help marketers use

machine learning to define segments and surface them across applications. In 2019, Oracle will

roll out CX Unity to further data integration capabilities across online, offline and third-party data

sources. Marketers across industries looking for an integrated marketing suite approach,

especially those investing in other parts of Oracle’s CX Cloud, Data Cloud or Marketing Cloud,

should consider Maxymiser.

Strengths

Cautions

Limited geographic and industry coverage: Monetate’s limited deployments outside of North

America and Europe and the solution’s retail-industry-centric deployments keep its business

focus narrow. Marketers outside the retail sector and those seeking to personalize

engagements beyond North America and EMEA should take steps to ensure Monetate can

meet their needs.

■

Visual testing interface: Maxymiser makes it easy for users of any technical skills level to set

up A/B tests through a visual interface. More advanced tests are supported through a

command line interface and SDK.

■

Powerful data ingestion: Maxymiser can ingest data from a variety of first-, second- and third-

party sources to help support marketers’ diverse web and mobile app personalization use

cases.

■

Cross-channel testing: Marketers can combine multiple touchpoints in a single A/B test,

allowing them to be personalized in combination. For example, emails and website landing

pages can be tested together.

■

Deployment time: Some references cite challenges deploying Oracle personalization

solutions including Maxymiser. They note implementation time frames of up to six months,

while the average deployment time for personalization engine vendors evaluated in this

research is three months.

■

No single view of personalization: With personalization features across multiple tools, Oracle

lacks one tool for marketers to track all tests being conducted. That approach can work well

for channel-specific marketers, but those looking to manage all their personalization needs

from a single command center may want to consider other vendors.

■
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Oracle did not respond to requests for supplemental information or to review the draft contents of

this document. Gartner’s analysis is, therefore, based on other credible sources, including client

references.

Qubit

Qubit is a Visionary. Its solution serves different client maturity levels and provides

personalization capabilities across multiple customer touchpoints. In 2018, Qubit relaunched its

product into three tiers. Qubit Start targets customers working to prove the business case for

personalization and focuses on personalizing within the web channel. Qubit Grow aims at

customers building out their teams and enables personalization across web and email

channels. Qubit Pro is a multichannel solution that includes custom APIs for integrating with

other marketing and customer channels. Qubit’s GDPR compliance allows clients to block data

sent to Qubit and to regularly check to see whether individual users have any data residing on

the Qubit platform. The platform is designed for large enterprises with a focus in the retail,

hospitality, fashion and beauty, and gaming industries. Companies with technically

sophisticated teams should consider Qubit for its ability to support personalization through

collaboration among marketing, digital commerce and technology functions.

Strengths

Cautions

Market understanding: Qubit’s positioning enables customers to quickly identify the right

product for their business needs, while also providing a future-oriented vision for how clients

can expect to advance. Qubit excels at proving the business case through leveraging

personalization as a competitive advantage.

■

Testing and optimization: In 2018, Qubit launched testing focused on enabling

experimentation across channels. Clients recognize these recent enhancements with high

scores for Qubit’s testing and optimization capability, citing support for overall testing

maturity and an ability to support testing and validation of new features.

■

Strong support: Qubit garners high satisfaction marks from client references for its account

management and support, particularly its willingness to listen to clients and create solutions

customized to their needs. References describe Qubit as a strategic partner that delivers

quick deployments with dedicated, highly capable technical support.

■

Resource requirements: Users of Qubit’s more sophisticated products note requiring

collaboration with internal technical resources to realize value from the company’s offering.

Organizations that lack access to such resources should proceed with caution, particularly

when considering Qubit Pro.

■

Marketing personalization: Few of Qubit’s client references identified marketing

personalization as their primary use case. In addition, client references rated Qubit lower for

marketing channel personalization than for digital commerce or CX personalization.

■
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Reflektion

Reflektion is a Niche Player recognized for both innovation and client partnership. Its solution,

Reflektion Customer Engagement Platform, aims to drive engagement and conversion by

personalizing the digital commerce experience through product recommendations, visual and

text-based site search, category and landing pages, and merchandising with extensions into

marketing, like personalized emails. It captures, integrates and transforms catalog and

customer data through its Customer Engagement Console (CEC) and partnership with

Feedonomics. It offers advanced decisioning based on patented machine learning and AI-based

algorithms that predict and make recommendations based on propensity to click or convert. In

2018, Reflektion added visual analytics in CEC and support for GDPR compliance to identify and

segregate EU accounts upfront and apply GDPR regulations. Consider Reflektion if you’re a

retailer, brand, or direct to consumer e-commerce or B2B company seeking data-driven

personalization with content editing capabilities to deliver a targeted digital commerce

experience.

Strengths

Cautions

Measurement and reporting: Qubit’s measurement and reporting capabilities get low marks

from client references and lag other providers evaluated in this research, particularly related

to visualizations and reporting of tests and results. Its 2019 roadmap includes life cycle

reporting and benchmarking by subvertical.

■

Digital commerce personalization: Reflektion offers strong capabilities in digital commerce

for retailers and brands, while offering differentiated capabilities such as location-aware

landing pages and pricing. It also enables marketers to personalize first-click

recommendations based on regional trends.

■

Flexible governance: Reflektion provides for flexible governance management, including

requirements for developers, page-level personalization and page ownership by different

business users.

■

Testing: Reflektion offers a range of testing options with easy setup and multiple test views,

including split testing, always-on multiarm bandit and autoallocation of traffic, which may

help nontechnical teams. It combines this ease of use with robust user controls such as

customizable weighting within tests.

■

Data and analytics: Reflektion relies on partner integration for data transformation. Reference

clients rate it below average for data and analytics, specifically citing issues with the

accuracy of analytics. However, its roadmap includes plans to bolster data and analytics by

expanding merchandising analytics, which can inform product positioning on an e-commerce

website.

■
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RichRelevance

RichRelevance is a Leader. It’s known as a responsive provider offering a comprehensive

solution that focuses on hyperpersonalization with depth in digital commerce. The

RichRelevance personalization suite enables the creation and delivery of personalized digital

commerce experiences with extensions into marketing channels. Personalization capabilities

hinge on AI that supports deep learning and actionable insights. Personalization is supported by

a library of 150 algorithms and strategies that deliver intelligent product and content

recommendations and on-site search results. These capabilities build on the vendor’s ability to

collect data from offline and online channels and resolve customer identity through an identity

graph. RichRelevance also supports GDPR compliance by anonymizing PII and supporting data

requests and data deletion. Marketers across retail, manufacturing and B2B industries seeking a

personalization engine with strong predictive analytics features and customer support should

consider RichRelevance.

Strengths

Cautions

Basic B2B offering: While it is planning further expansion into B2B and addition of B2B

clients, Reflektion lacks a full B2B product offering. Its 2019 roadmap includes plans to add

contract-specific pricing and product catalogs to further enhance B2B personalization.

■

Marketing personalization: Reflektion lacks focus on marketing personalization. Its support

for marketing personalization is concentrated on web and email. None of its references

chose marketing personalization as a primary use case, and many rely on partner integration

to personalize marketing.

■

Customer service and support: Client references appreciate RichRelevance’s customer

service and support teams. They describe staff members as proactive, solution-focused,

responsive, knowledgeable and easy to work with.

■

Predictive capabilities: Client references repeatedly cite satisfaction with RichRelevance’s

predictive capabilities, which scores and selects personalization strategies, allows users to

customize content recommendation models, product recommendation models and search

result models.

■

Site search functionality: RichRelevance’s personalized site search functionality is gaining

adoption across its client base. The solution is based on Apache Solr and includes

merchandising features like boosting and burying within the user interface.

■

Reporting: Client references consistently note a desire for improved reporting in terms of

both intuitiveness and breadth of features, as well as a need for a more user-friendly

dashboard.

■

Personalization vision focused on digital commerce: While RichRelevance offers

functionality to personalize marketing, case studies and roadmap plans are geared to digital

■
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Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a result

of these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A

vendor’s appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily

indicate that we have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may reflect a change in the market

and, therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

No vendors were added to the 2019 Magic Quadrant for Personalization Engine.

Dropped

BloomReach: BloomReach’s solution isn’t sold as a stand-alone personalization engine and

personalization isn’t native/core to the platform. Both are requirements of our inclusion criteria

for this Magic Quadrant. BloomReach’s personalization engine is built on top of its web search

capability, requiring purchase of that product, and it requires the installation of BloomReach

CMS to enable personalized marketing.

IBM: IBM’s personalization solution no longer meets the criteria of being sold as a stand-alone

product. IBM’s offering was composed of multiple modules within its Watson Marketing suite,

including Watson Real-Time Personalization and IBM Interact. Centerbridge Partners recently

announced plans to acquire IBM’s marketing platform, including Watson Real-Time

Personalization.

SAS: SAS’ solution isn’t sold as a stand-alone personalization engine, a requirement of our

inclusion criteria for this Magic Quadrant. SAS markets and sells 360 Engage as a multichannel

marketing hub (see “Magic Quadrant for Multichannel Marketing Hubs”).

Strands: Strands was dropped due to a recent repositioning of its solution. Strands previously

offered personalization software targeted at financial services and retail companies. In 2018,

Strands discontinued its retail offering and only supports personalization for financial services

companies, no longer meeting Gartner’s evaluation criteria for vertical or industry strategy.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria represent the specific attributes that Gartner believes are necessary for

inclusion in this research. Note our definitions of native and non-native:

commerce.

Limited native CX personalization capabilities: RichRelevance lacks a native ability to trigger

personalized messaging and interactions across customer channels such as digital kiosks

and clienteling applications, requiring partner integration via API.

■

Core/native: Indicates an essential capability or function of the platform. It must be included

in the core offering, and owned and supported by the primary platform vendor.

■
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For inclusion in the 2019 Magic Quadrant for Personalization Engines, Gartner focused on

vendors that offer personalization software, as described in the Market Definition/Description

section, available and sold as stand-alone solutions. Vendors needed to affirm that their

personalization product capabilities were generally available in the market as of 1 January

2019:

To qualify for inclusion, vendors must support all the following:

Noncore/non-native: Indicates an essential capability or function of the platform. It may be

provided by the primary vendor or by a separate vendor or open-source organization.

■

Annual software revenue from the sale or license of the personalization engine product

must be $10 million or greater based on 2018 or most recent fiscal year end, not including

services. In addition, qualifying vendors must have added a minimum of 25 net new customer

deployments of the personalization engine product in 2018, not including pilots.

■

Stand-Alone Personalization Engine Product:■

Marketers can and do purchase and use the personalization engine product offered by the

vendor without requirement to purchase or implement additional products sold by the

vendor (e.g., content management system, multichannel marketing hub, digital commerce

platform, analytics solution).

■

A marketer can integrate and use the company’s personalization engine product with other

products sold by other vendors (e.g., content management system, multichannel marketing

hub, digital commerce platform, analytics solution).

■

Data and Analytics:■

Native ability to track user behavior; collect and/or ingest and match user-level data from

multiple sources; capture or ingest opt-in/opt-out.

■

Native ability to conduct basic and advanced data analysis and data modeling.■

Testing and Optimization:■

Native ability to design and conduct basic and advanced testing, such as A/B and

multivariate testing, and optimization.

■

Targeting and Triggering:■

Native decision engine capable of performing rule-based and algorithm-based

segmentation for targeting; determining next-best action or offer; and delivering product

and/or content recommendations based on rules and algorithms.

■
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Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

Marketing Channel Support:■

Native ability to trigger and render personalized content, offers, messaging and/or

experiences:

■

To both anonymous and known users.■

Via web, email marketing and at least three of the following channels, including, but not

limited to, mobile app engagement, mobile messaging, digital advertising, retargeting

and paid search.

■

Digital Commerce Support:■

Native ability to trigger and render personalized content, offers, messaging and/or

experiences:

■

To both anonymous and known users.■

Via a native visual design interface or visual editor.■

Elements of digital commerce sites, mobile commerce sites, mobile commerce

applications and point of sale including, but not limited to, homepage(s), category

landing page(s), product detail page(s), on-site search and navigation, and product

recommendations.

■

Customer Experience Support:■

Native or non-native ability to execute customer surveys, gather and incorporate user

feedback, and collect and/or ingest and analyze customer survey data.

■

Native ability to trigger and render personalized experiences beyond sales and marketing,

online and/or offline:

■

To both anonymous and known users.■

Across touchpoints, including, but not limited to, chatbots, voice assistants, digital

kiosks, interactive voice response (IVR), clienteling applications and call centers.

■

Measurement and Reporting:■

Native ability to track, measure and report performance and performance improvement;

native ability to provide standard and custom reporting, dashboards, and data visualization.

■
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Vendors are judged on Gartner’s view of their ability and success in making their vision a market

reality that customers believe is differentiated and are prepared to buy into. Delivering a positive

customer experience — including sales experience, support, product quality, user enablement,

availability of skills and ease of upgrade/migration — also determines a vendor’s Ability to

Execute.

In addition to the opinions of Gartner’s analysts, the evaluations and commentary in this report

are based on several sources:

Ability to Execute Criteria

Note: These criteria are scored partly or wholly based on input from the Magic Quadrant customer

reference survey.

Customers’ perceptions of each vendor’s strengths and challenges, as gleaned from their

analytics and personalization-related inquiries with Gartner

■

An online survey of vendors’ customer references■

A questionnaire completed by the vendors■

Vendor briefings, including product demonstrations, strategy and operations■

Secondary research into market trends and vendors■

Product/Service: Core goods and services that compete in and/or serve the defined market.

These include current product and service capabilities, quality, feature sets and skills. These

should be offered natively, except where detailed in the subcriteria. We are largely looking for

native capabilities in the following areas:

■

Data and Analytics:■

Breadth of data sources, including, but not limited to, collect and/or ingest session or

browsing data, geolocation data, and behavioral and transaction data; support for data

onboarding, matching, transformation and bidirectional data flow; support for identity

resolution, including deterministic and probabilistic identification and device matching;

profile and preference (e.g., opt-in/opt-out) management; and support for GDPR

compliance (e.g., right to data access, right to erasure, double opt-in to

communications).

■

Native analytical capabilities, including, but not limited to, statistical and predictive

analysis, customer analytics and customer journey analytics; AI-driven analysis and

modeling; availability of data modeling templates; custom data modeling capabilities;

ability to modify, upload or import algorithms and models; and support for B2B (e.g.,

account-based data structures, account-based scoring, support for customers with

insufficient datasets).

■
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Testing and Optimization:■

Breadth of native testing and optimization capabilities, including, but not limited to,

recommended tests, support for test setup and goal-oriented optimization.

■

Targeting and Triggering:■

Native decision engine capable of performing rule-based and algorithm-based

segmentation for targeting; determining next-best action or offer; delivering product

and/or content recommendations based on rules and algorithms; and role-based

targeting to support B2B personalization.

■

Marketing Channel Support:■

Breadth of marketing channel support, including, but not limited to, native ability to

trigger, render and preview personalized content, offers, messaging and/or experiences

to both anonymous and known users via web, email marketing and at least three of the

following channels, including, but not limited to, mobile application engagement, mobile

messaging, digital advertising, retargeting and paid search.

■

Digital Commerce Support:■

Breadth and sophistication of digital commerce support, including, but not limited to,

native ability to trigger, render and preview personalized content, offers, messaging

and/or experiences to both anonymous and known users via a native visual design

interface or visual editor. It includes ability to trigger personalization of elements of

digital commerce sites, mobile commerce sites, mobile commerce applications and

point of sale including, but not limited to, homepage(s), category landing page(s),

product detail page(s), on-site search and navigation, and product recommendations.

■

Customer Experience Support:■

Ability to design, target, tailor and present customer surveys; ability to collect and/or

ingest, store, analyze and report survey response data, including customer experience

metrics; support for integrating survey responses into customer profiles and using

response data for customer experience optimization and personalization.

■

Breadth and sophistication of customer experience support, including, but not limited to,

native ability to trigger, render and preview personalized experiences beyond sales and

marketing, online and/or offline to both anonymous and known users across

touchpoints. These include, but are not limited to, chatbots, voice assistants, digital

kiosks, interactive voice response (IVR), clienteling applications and call centers.

■

Measurement and Reporting:■
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Table 1: Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Breadth of native tracking, measurement, and out-of-the-box and custom reporting

capabilities; and availability of dashboards and data visualization capabilities, including,

but not limited to, journey mapping or visualization.

■

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the organization’s overall financial health

as well as the financial and practical success of the business unit. It helps determine the

likelihood of the organization to continue to offer and invest in the product as well as the

product position in the current portfolio.

■

Sales Execution/Pricing: The organization’s capabilities in all presales activities and the

structure that supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation,

presales support, and the overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

■

Market Responsiveness and Track Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible

and achieve competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs

evolve and market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor’s history of

responsiveness to changing market demands.

■

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to

deliver the organization’s message in order to influence the market, promote the brand,

increase awareness of products and establish a positive identification in the minds of

customers. This “mind share” can be driven by a combination of publicity, promotions,

thought leadership, social media, referrals and sales activities.

■

Customer Experience: Products and services and/or programs that enable customers to

achieve anticipated results with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes quality

supplier/buyer interactions, technical support or account support. This may include ancillary

tools, customer support programs, availability of user groups and service-level agreements.

■

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet goals and commitments. Factors include

quality of the organizational structure, skills, experiences, programs, systems and other

vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently.

■

Product or Service High

Overall Viability Medium

Sales Execution/Pricing Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record Medium

Evaluation Criteria Weighting
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Source: Gartner (July 2019)

Completeness of Vision

Vendors are rated on Gartner’s view of their understanding of how market forces can be

exploited to create value for customers and opportunity for themselves. The Completeness of

Vision assessments and commentary in this report are based on the same sources described in

the Ability to Execute section.

When determining Completeness of Vision for the Offering (Product) Strategy criterion, Gartner

evaluated vendors’ ability to support the key use cases that will drive business value in 2019 and

beyond. Existing and planned products and functions that contribute to these use cases were

factored into each vendor’s score for the Offering (Product) Strategy criterion (listed below for

Completeness of Vision). These key themes (by category) are:

Marketing Execution Medium

Customer Experience Medium

Operations Medium

Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Market Understanding: The ability to understand marketing leaders’ needs and translate

them into products and services. These vendors show a clear vision of their market, listen,

understand customer demands, and can shape or enhance market changes with their added

vision.

■

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated messaging that is consistently communicated

internally, and externalized through social media, advertising, customer programs and

positioning statements.

■

Sales Strategy: A sound strategy for selling that uses the appropriate networks including

direct and indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication. These vendors are partners

that extend the scope and depth of market reach, expertise, technologies, services and their

customer base.

■

Offering (Product) Strategy: An approach to product development and delivery that

emphasizes market differentiation, functionality, methodology and features as they map to

current and future requirements.

■

Business Model: The design, logic and execution of the organization’s business proposition

to achieve continued success.

■

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The strategy to direct resources (sales, product, development),

skills and products to meet the specific needs of individual market segments, including

■
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Table 2: Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria

Source: Gartner (July 2019)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

Leaders are vendors that demonstrate a solid understanding of the product capabilities and

commitment to customer success that buyers demand in the current market. This is coupled

with an easily understandable and attractive pricing model that supports proof of value,

incremental purchases and enterprise scale. In the modern personalization engine market,

purchase decision makers demand easy-to-use and easy-to-buy products. They require that

these products deliver clear business value and deliver results with limited technical expertise

and without the requirement for upfront involvement from IT. In a rapidly evolving market with

verticals. We look for a strategy that:

Extends beyond the retail vertical■

Extends across client revenue models (i.e., B2B, B2C, both, B2B2C)■

Innovation: This involves direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources,

expertise or capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

■

Geographic Strategy: The vendor’s strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet

the specific needs of geographies outside the “home” or native geography, either directly or

through partners, channels and subsidiaries, as appropriate for that geography and market.

■

Market Understanding High

Marketing Strategy Medium

Sales Strategy Medium

Offering (Product) Strategy High

Business Model Medium

Vertical/Industry Strategy Medium

Innovation Medium

Geographic Strategy Medium

Evaluation Criteria Weighting
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constant innovation, a Leader must also demonstrate that it is not focused only on current

execution. It must have a robust roadmap for solidifying its position as a future market leader,

thus protecting the investment of today’s buyers.

Challengers

Challengers are well-positioned to succeed in the market. However, they may be limited to

specific use cases, technical environments or application domains. Their vision may be

hampered by the lack of a coordinated strategy across the various products in their platform

portfolios. Alternatively, they may lack the marketing efforts, sales channel, geographic

presence, industry-specific content or awareness of the vendors in the Leaders quadrant.

Visionaries

Visionaries have a strong and unique vision for delivering marketing personalization

capabilities. They offer depth of functionality in the areas they address. However, they may have

gaps relating to broader functionality requirements, or lower scores on customer experiences,

operations and sales execution. Visionaries are thought leaders and innovators, but they may be

lacking in scale, or there may be concerns about their ability to grow and still provide consistent

execution.

Niche Players

Niche Players do well in a specific segment of the personalization engine market — such as

breadth of channels served, measurement and reporting, or user-profile management — or have

a limited capability to out-innovate or outperform other vendors. They may focus on a specific

domain or aspect of personalization but are likely to lack depth of functionality elsewhere. They

may also have gaps relating to broader platform functionality or have less-than-stellar customer

feedback. Alternatively, Niche Players may have a reasonably broad personalization engine

offering, but limited implementation and support capabilities or relatively limited customer

bases (such as in a specific geography or industry). In addition, they may not yet have achieved

the necessary scale to solidify their market positions.

Context
This research highlights marketing leaders’ increasing reliance on personalization technology

for business advantage. It is an assessment of vendor capabilities based on past execution in

2018 and future development plans; however, it may only be valid at a point in time, as vendors

and the market evolve.

To that end, readers should not use this Magic Quadrant in isolation as a tool for vendor

selection. When making specific tool selection decisions, use it with our companion Critical

Capabilities research, Cool Vendors in Personalization, analysis publications related to

personalization best practices and our analyst inquiry service. Readers should be careful not to

ascribe their own definitions of Completeness of Vision or Ability to Execute to this Magic

Quadrant, which they often incorrectly map narrowly to product vision and market share,

respectively. The Magic Quadrant methodology factors in a range of criteria in determining

position, as shown by the extensive Evaluation Criteria section.
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Market Overview
Marketing leaders are steadily increasing their investment in personalization — it now makes up

14% of marketing spend (see “Presentation of CMO Spend Survey 2018-2019: Marketers

Proceed Into Uncharted Waters With Confidence”). Additionally, adoption of personalization

engines is up 28 percentage points since 2016 (see “Presentation of Marketing Technology

Survey 2018: Martech Adoption Surges as Brands Pursue Personalization, Measurement and

Advertising Accountability”). As more budget flows toward personalization tools, the market for

stand-alone personalization engines continues to grow. At the same time, incumbent solutions

are enhancing their technical capabilities, particularly in customer data management, to

increase share of wallet and better manage data ingestion and integration. And vendors across

the marketing technology landscape, such as marketing automation platforms, multichannel

marketing hubs and email optimization solutions, are doubling down on embedded

personalization capabilities. However, they may not offer the same breadth and depth of

capabilities as a personalization engine.

As marketing leaders face a broader array of personalization solutions, they’re increasingly

willing to trade up for performance improvement. Forty-four percent of client references queried

as part of this research report are choosing a personalization engine to replace an existing

solution. Vendors are paying close attention to customer success to maintain or improve

retention rates. Alongside vendors’ best efforts to help marketers overcome impediments to

personalization, users are reporting slightly higher personalization maturity. Retailers are among

the most mature — representing a skew toward digital commerce as a leading use case for

personalization. Other verticals like financial services, travel and hospitality, and even B2B

companies are experimenting with a range of personalization use cases.

As the user base for personalization engines grows, vendors are adapting their solutions to

cater to both technical and nontechnical users. However, just because users can proceed

without developers doesn’t mean they should forgo these resources. Stakeholders outside of

marketing can be essential to ensuring governance and accessing advanced functionality.

The market for stand-alone personalization engines, as well as vendors’ current and planned

capabilities, are being influenced by six key trends.

Trend No. 1: Personalization Skews Toward Digital Commerce

All vendors in Gartner’s 2019 Magic Quadrant for Personalization Engines offer functionality to

support personalized marketing, digital commerce and CX. However, they vary in breadth of

capabilities, particularly in marketing and CX personalization. While the native ability to trigger

personalized web and email content is standard, vendors like Certona and Evergage rely on

integration to trigger personalized digital advertising. Despite expanded capabilities to support

CX personalization, providers like Adobe and RichRelevance depend on third parties for some or

all survey functionality. It’s also worth noting significant variance in terms of reference clients’

evaluations of vendors for the ease of API integration. Vendors also differ in terms of why

they’re selected by client references. Digital commerce stands out as an area where
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personalization engine vendors have the fewest capability gaps. It is also the primary use case

for 47% of client references, compared to only 31% and 19% who chose marketing and CX,

respectively.

Trend No. 2: CX Personalization Capabilities Expand

According to Gartner’s 2018 Magic Quadrant for Personalization Engines, only 18% of vendor

deployments were in support of CX personalization. Not much has changed in that regard. This

year, only 19% of client references cited customer experience as the primary use case that drove

them to buy a personalization engine. Nevertheless, vendors have expanded their CX

personalization capabilities. Most offer the native ability to gather user feedback. They enable

teams to design and execute user surveys, gather and analyze survey data, append response

data to user profiles, and segment and target users based on their responses. While CX may not

be their primary use case, 81% of client references rate CX as very or critically important, and

56% are using the CX personalization capabilities offered by their personalization engine vendor.

That said, while most vendors have expanded their vision and technical capabilities to

personalize CX, they still have room to improve the effectiveness of their execution. On average,

reference clients rate vendors 4.33 out of 5.00 in this area, compared to average ratings above

4.50 for digital commerce and marketing personalization.

Trend No. 3: Personalization Providers Prioritize Client Success

While most client references (approximately 90%) report overall satisfaction with vendor

integration/deployment and service/support, clients also expressed numerous usability gaps.

Most vendors in this Magic Quadrant have added a customer success capability, including

access to a customer success manager or team and some level of onboarding services. Still,

the level of client support available varies across vendors. Providers like Episerver offer more

consultative “getting started” support around initial use case design immediately postpurchase,

while companies like IgnitionOne take a managed services approach throughout the course of a

customer relationship. Other ways vendors support customer success include monthly reports

focused on ROI, incremental revenue and peer benchmarks. They build customer success teams

capable of supporting both strategy articulation and technical execution.

Trend No. 4: Personalization Engines Enable Distinct Marketing Roles and Requirements

Personalization providers are balancing the advancement of their overall personalization

capabilities with the need to empower less technical marketers. As a result, vendors such as

Reflektion and Dynamic Yield are creating segmented user interfaces designed to support both

nontechnical and technical client stakeholders’ needs. Other vendors are moving in a similar

direction, evolving their products to enable key tasks for different types of end users. For

example, providers referenced supporting greater autonomy for nontechnical team members by

adding functionalities such as step-by-step campaign creation, prepopulated testing templates

and simple content editing/preview tools. Vendors are also building more sophisticated

functionality for the developer audience, such as allowing developers to embed personalization
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functionality as they build new apps or websites, or allowing them to modify templates within

the code.

Trend No. 5: Personalization Engines Continue to Overlap with CDPs

Most personalization engine providers evaluated in this research claim to have a CDP to help

provide reliable data ingestion and management — but few sell this capability separately. The

benefits of a CDP-supported personalization engine include accelerated cross-channel, cross-

solution and cross-source data integration. Plus, a CDP helps make some built-in

personalization engine machine learning possible through standardized data feeds. However,

this creates a martech dilemma for marketers as they build out their multiyear technology

roadmaps. Marketers who already have a solution for integrating and managing customer data

— whether homegrown or managed via a CDP or multichannel marketing hub — should consider

whether adding a personalization engine will require them to sunset the existing technology.

Marketers planning to select a personalization engine first and building their data and analytics

infrastructure out from there will likely have an easier first move. However, they should carefully

consider setting expectations with peers in IT around what customer data the personalization

engine will require and manage, and how that will impact and integrate with other enterprise

systems of record.

Trend No. 6: Data Inputs Expand to Better Support Personalization

Personalization engine vendors are diversifying their data ingestion abilities. Specifics vary by

vendor but generally fall into a handful of categories:

Three key needs drive this advancement. The first is marketing’s need to develop capabilities

that don’t require personally identifiable information to comply with existing and upcoming

privacy regulations such as GDPR and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). Second,

broader input data has the potential to improve machine learning core to many of these

platforms. Third, marketing teams must better manage “cold start” problems — such as new

individual, new item and new product category — that are common to some use cases (such as

fast fashion, online auction houses and companies focused on new customer acquisition). To

take full advantage of the growing breadth of data availability — for targeting, triggering,

segmenting and predicting — marketers will need to stay keen to how new data sources are

being utilized to improve personalization.

Acronym Key and Glossary Terms

Customer context (location, time of day, local weather)■

Brand context (inventory level, presence of local store, current store traffic)■

Predicted preferences (engagement by channel, effects of incentives, customer lifetime

value)

■

More detailed interaction data (dwell time, hover-over behavior).■
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Clienteling Clienteling applications are used in a physical environment (such as in a
retail store) to look up orders, items and service tickets. They can be used
to deliver in-store recommendations, place orders for clients, or initiate or
retrieve service tickets.

Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined market. This

includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills and so on, whether

offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition

and detailed in the subcriteria.

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial health,

the financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that the individual

business unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering the product and will

advance the state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the structure

that supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales support,

and the overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve

competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and

market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver

the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and business, increase

awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification with the product/brand and

organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a combination of

publicity, promotional initiatives, thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable clients to be

successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways customers receive

technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary tools, customer support

programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups, service-level agreements and so

on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors include

the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences, programs, systems and

other vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing

basis.

Completeness of Vision
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Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs and to

translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest degree of vision

listen to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance those with their

added vision.

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated

throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising, customer

programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of direct and

indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend the scope and depth

of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the customer base.

Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and delivery that

emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as they map to current

and future requirements.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to

meet the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical markets.

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or

capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the

specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either directly or through

partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that geography and market.
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